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Past Trips from General Meetings
August General Meeting
1. Paul Harper – visited Corra Lynn cave .
2. Tim Payne – reported on a diving trip to Cocklebiddy cave. They surveyed approximately 1.6 km
in the third sump.
3. Stan Flavell – club trip to Carrickalinga Cave. A17 was also found, and another cave was dug. It
looks promising.
4. Marie Choi – she and Damian Grindley photographed entrances in the lower south east for Peter
Horne. They got into a cave, the entrance of which had been filled up for some time but which
had been reopened recently.
5. ‘Harry’ Harris – described the recent diving trip by himself, Ken Smith, and four others to Kija Blue
in the Kimberlies. They spent four days exploring and surveying underwater and laid 1 km of line.
The surface of the lake is approximately 100 m x 30 m and slopes down underwater for a
horizontal distance of 3-400 m and to a depth of 110 m.

September General Meeting
Items 1 to 6: Naracoorte weekend 9-10 Sep 2006.
1. Marie Choi – Steve at Naracoorte mentioned the poor state that the BBQ was left in after the last
CEGSA trip there.
2. Damian Grindley – trip to L426 to dive but very high CO2, which has increased since the cave
was gated, forced a quick exit. Native Well Cave (L504) near Tantanoola was located, surveyed
and photographed.
3. Grant Gartrell – U230 dig extended 1.5m. Robertsons Cave dig.
4. Gary Woodcock – S102 dig back under blocked tube next to entrance. Robertsons Cave survey
continued.
5. Graham Pilkington – GPS and photography of the caves on the Reserve and close by.
6. Several helpers to the “Great Outdoors” film being made that weekend.
7. Grant Gartrell – trip to A5.

October General Meeting
1. Stan Flavel/Grant Gartrell – described a trip to Kangaroo Island with Eddie Rubessa and family,
Paul Harper, and Tom Wigley. Activities included a BBQ with National Parks staff, a tour down
K11 and several other caves were investigated. Michael Kidd (Senior Guide) is about to move
on. CEGSA is well recognised in Parks literature on the caves there.
2. Ken Smith – reported a trip to the Ninbing Ranges (Northern Territory) which is ‘full of caves’.
The party tagged 15 new caves and explored a number of these. One was a wet-season
resurgence and consisted of a 100 m crawl, ending at an inlet which drained a basin. The caves
are well decorated. One cave had several hundred metres of well decorated passage.
Documenting this area is being coordinated by John Cugley.
3. Grant Gartrell – he, Lance Hoey, Barbara Wiesner and Frank Hankinson went to Myponga and
investigated several small caves.
4. Harry Harris – visited Punyelroo Cave.
5. Peter Horne – described a diving trip to Narina Lake Cave , illustrated with digital photos taken by
Harry Harris.

